Top Physicist Tells of Frightening UFO Encounter

'I WAS ATTACKED BY RUDE ALIEN BEINGS'

Haller Leads Anti-Porno March To State Capital

Sykes Finds New Profession In Phone Booth

DHS Teacher's Past Reveals 'The Change'

Idi Amin Guest Speaker At Graduation

Has 'Clean-Shaven' Craig Fallen For Farrah?

"I knew from the first time I saw that Noxzema Shaving Cream commercial," commented DHS Assistant Principal Craig Matheson, "that the big guilty wink was meant just for me." Subtle hints dropped by the smiling administrator have pointed recently to a developing relationship with TV star Farrah Fawcett-Majors. ENQUIRER reporters became suspicious when the typical school-scene pictures on the walls of the dean of student's office were replaced by a solid bank of Farrah posters and snapshots. Fawcett-Majors, who could not be reached for comment, is said to be rushing toward the New York area.
Terrorized Teacher Tells:

Why I Believe In UFO's

PHYSICIST Ed Yoketas points to a crude reproduction of the "pea-pod shaped" craft that hovered over his漳州, emitting the impolite goop.

Top scientists say Ed Yoketas' strange encounter proves one thing: that we are being watched, and that communication with extraterrestrial beings is not far off. "Those beings are hostile and rude. At this moment," says Yoketas, "they are beyond our control, in the outer limits. They don't want Tang. They want decent folk like you and me."

Physicist Yoketas urges every able-bodied citizen to be ready to take arms and fair warning. "Write to the Pentagon. Tell them to get off their duff!" Letters urging government action may be sent in care of NEIRAD ENQUIRER for quicker, bulk-rate postage. Send a self-addressed envelope to "Give Me Liberty, or give me goop!" Box 117, Pentagon, Washington, D.C.

Ask Mr. Science:

How To Cure Weight Loss Effects

ENQUIRERS have written in to ask DSH's own scientific wonder — Mr. Science — about scientific problems facing them in their everyday lives. The following is a sample of their questions.

Dear Mr. Science: My husband bought one of those "mnysical" power pyramid" pendants. He claims it brings him luck. The problem is, it's made of stone and very heavy (25 lbs.). The sheer weight of the thing causes him to overspend money, and it's getting worse every day. What should I do about it? — Mrs. Frank Gaskett, Truman's Blunder, Mo.

Mr. Gaskett: You people couldn't find the solution to a problem if it poked you in the eye. Buy your husband another silly pyramid and make him wear it on his back as a counterbalance. Tell him it will double his luck, and try to keep him away from swimming pools.

Dear Mr. Science: My dietitian prescribed weight-loss pills for me a few days ago. I stopped taking them when I learned some side-effects. I run scared the pills might contain some kind of narcotic. How can I tell for sure? — Mrs. Edna Blight, Epoxy, Utah.

Mrs. Blight: Luckily for my private research staff and I are willing to examine drugs personally. Send us all the pills, along with your phone number. If they have no medical value, we'll give you a buzz.

Dear Mr. Science: In response to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Yaki's letter last week, asking if beta could be trained, you said: "You people have less common sense than an adult prairie dog." I'm surprised that you, a learned man, could slight the industrious prairie dog in that way. They have always been noted as an especially intelligent species, showing a great deal of common sense. — Dr. William Hall-Closet, Rinnfield, Tenn.

Dr. Hall-Closet: My mistake. I never meant to insult your father or any other member of your family. Send your questions to ASK MR. SCIENCE, c/o The Psychiatric Correctional Center, Blewbury, CT.

Alphabet March

Led By Haller

Noted DSH English teacher Dr. Vincent Haller is leading a group of his English honors students in an alphabet march to Hartford, the capital of Connecticut, to protest the vulgar use of the letter Q. The NEIRAD ENQUIRER interviewed D.. Haller to find out just what this protest is all about.

NEIRAD ENQUIRER: Dr. Haller, just what is this protest all about?

Dr. HALLER: Well, intrinsically, the letter Q is devoid. It is a rude rudiment. Pardon my levity! But if one notices, the letter Q represents nothing more than a pig's position, the porker's torment, and I along with an honors class will be marching to Hartford to protest the use of the letter Q. We wish to have another letter replace the present disagreeing Q. It's in such bad taste."

NEIRAD ENQUIRER: Well, good luck, but don't call it quits too early in the game!
Teacher Reveals:
Racquet Gives Extra 'Sykic' Powers

Why did Dr. George Sykes mysteriously drop a promising and rewarding career as the Darien High School Boys' Tennis Team coach?

An ENQUIRER reporter has found the astonishing answers following an in-depth interview with the esteemed social studies teacher. Sykes revealed, "Dr. George Sykes, tennis coach, is now Dr. George Sykes, psychic healer. Yes, Sykes claims he's a psychic healer getting extra power from his Wilson T3000 metal racquet, but not in hitting the ball. "I hold my racquet in my right hand and smooth it up against my face. Looking through the gut-strung racquet, I've achieved the ability actually to look into a person's body and see what's wrong with him. I see how energy runs through his body. Then I find out where the discord is and I correct it."

It turns out the good doctor is practicing psychic healing from 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in a phone booth located next to the OTB betting windows in Grand Central Station. Needless to say, he is the center of much attention. "I can cure all ills for a nominal fee. Don't go to your medicine cabinet; come to me. What I do is work on the energy on a psychic level. I see how the energy is flowing and I align it."

Sykes went on to say that the Wilson T3000 metal racquet is essential."It's really true: the metal racquet does give you extra power. Without it I am helpless." He continued that the string must be gut. He claims it aids in the realigning of the energies in the body.

"I first realized I had the talent when I cured one of my extremely verbosc tennis aces. Ted DeSalvo, a strange ailment that resulted in loss of speech. DeSalvo backed up Sykes' claim with this testimonial. 'The healing place took out the middle of a doubles match against Staples last spring. I was struck by a perplexing loss of speech. All of a sudden I saw Coach Sykes come over to me with that racquet up against his face with a strange, penetrating look in his eyes. At first I thought he was a sick guru, but when my speech suddenly returned and I was able to resume shedding unworthy opponents, I realized I was no joker. I sincerely wish to refute all claims of his being a quack or loony who wields.

When asked what he thought about those ever-increasing claims of his being a 'loony witch doctor,' Sykes was quick to respond: 'Call it what you like, but I am called a witch doctors cure as many if not more ill than scientific type doctors.'

Whatever the case, DHS is losing a fine tennis coach but gaining an amazing psychic healer.

Coach Admits:
'I Was a Female Sumo Wrestler'

Unknown to Darien High School, teacher and coach William Brazee has recently revealed to the NEIRAD ENQUIRER that he is a transvestite. The ENQUIRER has learned that Mr. Brazee wants to brand his past out of the open for public scrutiny. Mr. Brazee stated, 'I have been hiding the facts for too long. I believe it's time for me to let the people know just who I am.'

Mr. Brazee said that his original name was Wanda Urashima, and because of his stocky, 230-pound frame, he toured Japan as a female Sumo wrestler.

"It was a way to pick up a few bucks along with seeing the world. I was the leading money winner on the female Japanese circuit, but I've always had this incredible urge to be a man. I felt I was just wasting my massive body as a female. All my friends told me it was unseemly to be a female grappler. I decided to go to New York and get the change, and then go into hiding. I felt Darien was a good place to make a new start."

Mr. Brazee landed his present job in the Darien school system in 1975, just three months after the change."

"I always felt I would look better as a man, and when I got a job, I had all sorts of confidence."

Mr. Brazee noted that he will still be taking hormone pills for the next five years, so his body will 'firm up' and his mustache will come in full.

Mr. Brazee ended his exclusive ENQUIRER interview with some moving words. "I hope that I have not caused the Darien community any embarrassment, and I pray they will let me live a normal life."

Key To College Admission
Lies In Creative Essay

Harvard Admissions Director Ken Thorpe told the ENQUIRER this week that the key to acceptance is not in grades but in one's reply to the personal essay on the college application.

"We are constantly on the watch for fresh, imaginative replies, replies that lead to acceptance."

Dr. Thorpe furnished the ENQUIRER with what he tagged "the best personal essay ever to come across my desk."

Dear Sirs,

One of my primary interests in life is the pursuit of college. I view education as a means to an end and vice versa. I look forward to a liberal arts education in order to learn liberal arts, which is the field in which I intend to pursue. I was the recipient of the D.A.R. award for best senior in Sophomore English. In the 1976 National French Contest, level 2-B, I placed.

At present I am the self-proclaimed chairman of the National Honor Society and a member of the Mary Hartman fan club. For two years I have worked as a potato farmer on a private residence during the summer and after school. I have traveled widely and recently visited my aunt. Illinois is my favorite state.

I am also interested in the arts and in such sports as walking backwards and climbing.

I think all old people who cannot pronounce the word "diaphong" should be put to death. Billy Carter is my idol. I like my hair more than my feet.

If I don't get into Harvard, I'll stuff my mouth and nostrils full of peanut butter. My life is in my hands. I await your prompt reply.

Yours truly,
Bartleby Watt

ED LANE
Thanks to Ed Lane's secret system, it is now possible to play a lovely melody on the guitar in less than two shakes of a lamb's tail.
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FLASHING A MILLION-DOLLAR
SMILE to his fans, actor Ryan O'Neal
was photographed walking from the set
of his latest film, "The Eric Clapton
Story." Enquirer reader, Mr. Ben
Curfwell of Los Tacos, Cal., writes: "It
would have been a better picture if the
trio hadn't broken. But I guess that's
just the way it goes." Thankx and $25 to
Mr. Curfwell. Send your photos to
NEIRAD ENQUIRER, Box 800, In-
nomis Falls, Ct.
Krebs Exposed As Handwriting Theorist

Noted psychologist Carolyn Krebs, basing her contentions on her recent study, maintains that hidden personality traits can be discovered by examination of an individual's signature.

Miss Krebs stated, "Personality traits can be discovered by examining an individual's signature." She also said, "I base this upon my recent study."

Miss Krebs' other theory, reached from the same study, is that many people have hidden potential that is revealed by their signatures.

On this subject, Miss Krebs commented, "I have another theory, called 'The Other Theory,' that says that many people have hidden potential that can be revealed by their signatures." She also said, "This is my theory, which is mine, and it belongs to me.

Miss Krebs has released the results of her latest personality examinations. By looking at the signatures of people from D.H.S., the psychologist has come up with the following interpretations:

1. Craig Matheson
2. Anne Berkhart
3. Jim Dwyer
4. Elaine Sellstrom
5. Beatrice Linnabear

Carolyn Krebs 9/26/69

Skateboarding 'Tawny' Top Dog

My six-year-old golden retriever doesn't know she's a dog. Ever since our dog Tawny has been a part of our family, she only thinks she's a dog when she has to eat dinner out of a browned dish on the floor and not at a table.

In order to leave or enter the house she simply comes and goes at her leisure by pushing the front door open with her paw to leave and peering the door open in order to enter the house. If by chance the door is locked, she will claw at the window, just as a person would knock at the front door in order to get a person to let him in.

One of Tawny's favorite pastimes is her hobby of well-dining. Her furry paws defy the laws of gravity. She can prance about the ceiling upside down for hours on end. She says she does it for exercise, and it also helps her relax.

Tawny, who complains lately that life is passing her by, has taken up the exhilarating sport of skateboarding. Her favorite stunt is "doggery," in which she has mastered the art of "hang four" (a tricky trick that requires all four paws to be on the very tip of the board).

Aside from being athletic, Tawny is an elite member of the town's social scene. She has been known to throw some wild kennel parties, which sometimes last until dawn and have neighbors growing and awake all hours of the night. Nevertheless, Tawny's best friends claim she is a "delightful hostess."

Student Predicts Starsky, Hutch Will Investigate In-School Partying

A local student star-gazer has recently revealed the results of his secret study. Chabacoo Prophet, aspiring astronomer, stated that his unique methods for watching star movements have led to results which have given him insights about future happenings. These have allowed him to make the following predictions for the next year at D.H.S. and environs:

- Of the 350 college-bound seniors, only five percent will complete four years without confronting problems like marriage, parenthood, alcoholism, and/or drug addiction. The lucky five percent will leave the institution without any friends.
- Assistant principal Gerard Coulombe will become a member of the Hare Krishna sect. One year from now he will spend at least two hours of his day at D.H.S. standing in the cafeteria dressed in a long white robe, passing out roses and chanting a mantra.
- Many of the year-long romances will be disbanded. Rings will be returned and hitchies will jump to different necks as favor is turned to the new sparks which have been kindling since the D.H.S. computers matched anxious males with unsuspecting females.
- The ever increasing demand for student parking spaces will require teachers to give up driving to school and organize a bus service.
- The newly constructed wing will never be approved for use, and lack of care will lead to its crumbling into pieces.
- George Wallace will give a special lecture to local residents entitled "Negroes and Daring Just Don't Mix."
- Assistant Principal and former Theatre 308 director Craig Matheson will be hired to give acting lessons to Tom Carvel.

I WONDER IF IT WILL GIVE ME DIAPER RASH? That's what this curious toddler seems to be saying as he prepares to gulp down a Miller beer. The photo is from the collection of Mildred Dine, world-famous photographer.

Underfed America Starving To Death

"They can't call us 'the best fed country in the world' any more," says D.H.S. pollster Will Cabbage. "I have just made public the shocking results of my most recent poll which proves that four out of five Americans eat absolutely nothing. "I just called random numbers and asked if they were eating," Will told the ENQUIRER. "Four of them said 'no,' but the lady in Kansas said she was eating some yogurt."

Bald Is Beautiful

Don't hide that glowing head of yours under a toupee that looks like dandelion fuzz. Let it shine with the Hannahan Head Buffing Kit. Dust off your dull dome and apply Buffco wax for three minutes. Wipe dry with a damp cloth, and repeat for 20 minutes. You'll have a macho head for the seventies! Be noticed on the beach this summer! The Hannahan Head has been used for years by top T.V. stars! Now it's all yours.

Please rush me (check one or more):
- The Hannahan Head Buffing Kit
- Buffco scalp stripping attachment
- Talley Savanna T-shirt, "Bald is beautiful, Baby"
- Send check or green stamps to: Buffco Corp., Box 000, Nisicue, N.J., 08678.

Harmful Asbestos May Raise Grades

The asbestos is falling! The asbestos is failing add chicken little you've got it if you run and hide. It is suspected that the new ceilings installed between 1976 and 1977 contain asbestos, a substance that may be hazardous to Denver High students. When a student comes in contact with it, the asbestos may cause rising grades, more participation and a general all-around alertness in school.

Parents are urged to keep their children at home so that the defect may be cleaned up, which would allow the Board of Education members to keep their jobs and get on with their complaints concerning the quality of education at D.H.S.